
Instruction Manual

IMPORTANT: KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE. READ CAREFULLY.

care

Safety

  

Maintenance
All assembly �ttings should always be tightened properly and �ttings should be
checked regularly and retightened as necessary. Do not use this product if any
part is broken, torn or missing and use only spares provided by the manufacturer.

Cleaning

Be aware of the risk of open �re and other sources of heat, such as electric bar
�res, gase �res etc. in the vicinity of the cot.
Do not leave anything in the cot, such as toys, or place the cot close to another
product, which could provide a foothold or present a danger of su�ocation or
strangulation, e.g. strings, blind/ curtain cords etc.
Do not use more than one mattress in the cot.
The depth of the mattress should not reduce the side height above it to less than
500mm.
Keep your travel cot away from trailing cords or �exes.
The cot is ready to use only when all locking mechanisms are engaged. Always
check that the rails are fully engaged before use.
To prevent enjuiry from falls, if the child can stand unaided or is able to climb out
of the cot, the cot shall no longer be used for that child.
Do not allow young children to play unsupervised in the vicinity of the travel cot.
For correct and safe �tting of a mattress to be used with this product, the
mattress must be maximum 980mm in length and 670mm in width, and minimum
950mm in length and 640mm in width.
This travel cot complies with EN 716-1:2008+A1:2013.

To clean the mattress base and travel cot fabric, wipe using a mild detergent
and water. Never clean with abrasive, ammonia based, bleach based or spirit
type cleaners. The product must be dried thoroughly before use or storage.

Designed and Imported by 
R for Rabbit Baby Products Pvt Ltd.
A1-305, Palladium, Near Makarba Crossing, 
Makarba,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat, 380051
India
Customer care: +91-79-30447126

Email: sales@rforrabbit.com

Hide & Seek – The Portable Baby Cot 
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to unfold to fold
1. Unzip the travel bag and remove the frame and mattress.

2. Place the travel cot in the vertical position and open the touch
fasteners to remove the mattress.

5. With the upper part of the travel cot in the closed position, push all four
feet together. Wrap the mattress around the travel cot with the padded 
section facing inside.

6. Fasten the touch fasteners and secure. Place back into the travel bag.
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to fold
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to unfold
3. Pull the band in the centre of the base upwards.

4. Locate the locking catch at the centre of each side rail. Press the release
button located on the underside of the rail.
Continue to press the release button whilst gently lowering the side rails.

3. With the feet on the �oor pull the feet apart so that they are
approximately 60cm/ 24” apart. Lift the smaller sides upwards until they 
lock into position. Repeat for the longer sides.

4. Push the �oor centre until it is completely �at and stable.
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WARNING! If the top rails do not release, ensure that the base is raised fully and lift the
rails slightly before pressing the release button.
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to unfold to fold
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6. Once inserted, fold back the velcro tabs and secure underneath the
travel cot to secure the mattress in position.
The cot is now ready for use. Ensure all locking mechanisms are
engaged before use.

1. Undo the four velcro tabs from underneath the travel cot.5. Place the mattress in the cot with the padded side up. Insert the four
velcro tabs through the slots in the base of the cot.

2. Remove the velcro tabs from the base of the cot and remove the



The usage of second layer(Additional purchase)

Fit the tubes together.

Take off the mattress

Place the mattress support inside the cot,ensuring that all the 
hooks are  hooked over the top rails.Now place the mattress 
inside the support.
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